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•! how to measure
INPUT - OUTPUT

figure 3.2: basis of real estate management: real
estate adding value, positively or negatively, to
performance
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Figure: Hierarchy of adding value - model to assess real estate decisions – from project (input) to
performance (output) – ex post and ex ante (Den Heijer 2011)
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source: Managing the university campus (Den Heijer, 2011)
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key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure added value: “effect on OUTPUT”
knowledge base
•! knowledge workers, alumni
•! diversity in urban population:
age, education, culture, lifestyle
•! student housing in units
•! hotel rooms, short stay apartments
•! housing for staff

competitive
advantage

economic base
value of university as employer
economic spin-off: GDP, start-ups
attractiveness city for businesses
purchasing power of users and
visitors related to university
•! costs of ownership / total costs
•!
•!
•!
•!

profitability

•! university rankings
•! reputation of faculty
& departments
•! market share of
student enrolment
university output
•! diplomas
•! degrees
•! publications
•! citations
•! Patents
•! knowledge workers
(alumni)
users
•! students
•! academic staff
•! support staff
•! city inhabitants
related to university
•! visitors related to
university
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•! local land prices
•! local rent levels
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costs & benefits of physical resources

•! attractiveness
of city or region

primary processes: education, research, knowledge valorisation

economics: matching goals - resources

•! total costs of
ownership per m2
•! land value
•! replacement costs
per type of m2
•! maintenance costs
per m2
•! energy costs per
m2
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technical condition
m2 land property
m2 buildings
m2 per space type

•! carbon footprint
university per m2
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•! carbon footprint city

space use, quality of space
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output per m2
occupancy rates
frequency rates
user satisfaction
users per m2
required function mix
required quality level

•!
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m2 per user group
energy use per user
carbon footprint per user
quality of place: cultural, sports,
cafes and restaurants
•! accessibility: parking, public
space, infrastructure
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source: Managing the university campus (Den Heijer, 2011)
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Management process: 4 tasks / steps
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task 3 - generating future models

task 1 - assessing the current campus
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task 2 - exploring changing demand
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task 4 - defining projects to transform

1.!
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4.!

assessing the current campus
exploring changing demand
generating future models
defining projects to transform

-!
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-!

problem statement
trends / university of the future
vision on campus of the future
investment & project plan

source: Managing the university campus (Den Heijer, 2011)

More about this methodology:
“Managing the university campus”:
http://managingtheuniversitycampus.nl

